
Email Your Rabbis: 

 

RABBI YEHUDA MOSES, Rav HaKehillah, Senior Rabbi 

rabbimoses@mogen-david.org 

 

RABBI MICHAEL ABRAHAM, Executive Director/ 

Associate Rabbi/Hazan 

rabbiabraham@mogen-david.org  

WEEKLY SCHEDULE  

 

Erev Shabbat — JANUARY 18 

 

 Candle Lighting    4:50 pm 

 Mincha/Arvit    4:35 pm 

SHABBAT  

 

 Rabbi Moses Parsha Shiur  8:15 am 

 Shacharit     8:45 am 

 Teen Minyan    9:30 am 

 Eliyahu Binyamin Shiur                      4:00 pm 

 Mincha/Arvit    4:30 pm 

(Followed by Seudat Shlishit) 

  Havdalah      5:40 pm  

  Avot U’Banim            None this Week 

SUNDAY    

  Shacharit      8:00 am &  9:00 am 

(Followed By Breakfast) 

 

Mon. — Fri. 

  Shacharit     6:30 am 
      Monday, January 21         Tu’Bishvat   

(Begins Sunday Night) 

    

Sun – Thurs 

  Mincha/Arvit     4:50 pm 

 

Erev Shabbat — JANUARY 25 

  Candle Lighting    4:55 pm 

  Mincha/Arvit    4:45 pm 

 

IMPORTANT HALALHIC TIMES 

Earliest Talit & Tefillin    6:05 am 

Last Time for Shema  M”A   8:47 am 

Last Time for Shema GR”A   9:30 am 

Latest Tefillah M”A     9:50 am 

 Latest Tefillah GR”A   10:22 am 

 Hazot Hayom    12:04 pm 

    
JANUARY 18 ~ JANUARY 24, 2019 •  12 SHEVAT ~ 18 SHEVAT * 5779  

Parashat B’Shalach 
 שבת שירה

CONGREGATION MOGEN DAVID 
 

9717 W PICO BLVD, LA, CA 90035 • 310.556.5609 • WWW.MOGEN-DAVID.ORG 

JANUARY 

Haim Anter  David Israeli  Mayer Ben David Israeli      
Mollie Lesin  Aurelie Bat Lydia  Israel Markman   

Solomon Ben Rafael Maya  Rose Oxenhorn   

Sara Piha   Alice Saroussi  Fanya-Frances Shafer   

Samuel Sheff    Joseph Silver  Gertie Silver   

Samuel Winokur  Ruby Winokur  Edith Zimmerman 

 

 

 

 

JANUARY 

 
Nathan Javari  Ari Amaya  Rachel Shaool   

Julius Bernet  Devorah Manuel  Sandra Garcia  

Debbie Banafsheha  Saul Barnes  Avishai Shraga  

Israel Lasry  Tania Farahnik  Ramin Neman         

Veronique Zaoui  Rabbi Michael Abraham           

Rica Emquies  Joshua Sarir  Ilan Kashanian        

David Ring  Leo Wintner  Jules Robin  Daniel Silvera 

Benjamin Beyda  Binyamin Esshaghian  Avraham 

Esshaghian  Annie Sabbah  Raquel Serure  

Yehonatan Hagay  Brandon Shokrian  Albert Silvera  

David Minc  Raizy Nissanoff  Clara Vakneen  

Renee Gindi Holland  Leo Ring  Samuel Waizman    

Jack Edry        

                         

    

 

 
JANUARY 

 

Gil & Merav Mizrahi  Joel & Roslyn Linderman   

Daniel & Keren Katz  Jeffrey & Ariella Ives       

Shalom & Rita Aynesazan 

Abraham & Esther Hakakian 

Isaac & Joelle Ouaknine 

Steven & Marlene Fankiel 

 

Please include the Following Individuals in Your  

Prayers So that Each May be Granted 
 

Refoua Shelema 

Chaya Liel Bat Tali, Yehoshua Ben Orah 

Levi Ben Maytal HaCohen, 

Sarena Bat Rachel, Meir Ben Devorah 

Avraham Ben Rachel, Menashe Ben Rosa,  

Akram Bat Habiba, Ezra Ben Naima,  

Naama Bat Aviva, Gideon Ben Leslie 

 
 

If you would like us to include a name on this list, please call us at 

(310) 556-5609, email the office at office@mogen-david.org, or email 

the Rabbis at rabbiabraham@mogen-david.org or  

rabbimoses@mogen-david.org 

 

Thank You To Our Sponsors 

 

THIS WEEK 

 

KIDDUSH Will Be Sponsored 

By 

Morris Davidson 

In Memory of David Ben Eliyahu Israeli 

 

SEUDAT SHLISHEET Will Be Sponsored 

By 

Erika & Pinchas Nissanoff 

In Memory of Sarah Gittel Bat Sima 

 

TEEN MINYAN  Will Be Sponsored 

By 

Mojgan & Abraham Kashani 

In Honor of the Birth of Their Baby Boy 

 

 

Please Pray for the Refoua Shelema of  

Our Soldier Netanel Felber 

Who Was Critically Wounded in the Attack  

At the Givat Assaf Junction  

  

 

ו בשבט שמח‘ט  



 

Parashat Shemot 

The Significance of Tu Bishvat 

The Fifteenth of Shevat or Tu Bishvat is the Rosh Hashanah for trees (Rosh Hasha-
nah 2a). Most people commonly think that just as on the First of Tishrei, which is the 
day of Rosh Hashanah, all creations are judged for life or death, for wealth or poverty, 
and the like, so too, on Tu Bishvat, trees are judged in Heaven and their fate for the 
coming year is decided.  

Nevertheless, Maran Rabbeinu Ovadia Yosef zt”l writes that this is not the case, for 
on this day, the trees are not judged at all. Similarly, Hagaon Harav Avraham Chaim 
Na’eh zt”l (Rabbi of Jerusalem’s Bukharian Quarter approximately fifty years ago) 
writes that many have a misconception that Tu Bishvat is the Judgment Day for trees 
when in fact this is not the case, for the Mishnah in Masechet Rosh Hashanah (16a) 
writes that fruit trees are judged on the holiday of Shavuot, not on Tu Bishvat. If so, 
what is the significance of Tu Bishvat and why is it called the “Rosh Hashanah for 
Trees”?  

It seems that the reason why Tu Bishvat was established as the New Year for trees is 
because at this point, most of the rainfall of the year has already fallen, as the Gema-
ra in Masechet Rosh Hashanah (12a) and Rashi (ibid.) state that by the day of Tu 
Bishvat, most of the rainfall has already passed, the sap rises through the tree, and 
the fruits have reached a noticeable stage of development by this day (the Rishonim 
disagree exactly how much this is). 

Nevertheless, the day of Tu Bishvat poses certain halachic implications regarding the 
laws of Terumot and Ma’asrot (tithing of produce) and Orla(fruits grown within three 
years of the tree being planted which are forbidden to benefit from). Just to illustrate 
this, let us discuss one such example. 

The Torah states (Vayikra 19, 23): “When you shall come to the land and plant any 
kind of fruit tree, for three years shall it be considered forbidden and may not be eat-
en.” Our Sages explain that these three years must be counted from the time the tree 
was planted and only after this point will the fruits become permissible. However, 
fruits that have grown on the tree during its first three years since being planted are 
forbidden forever. 

Nevertheless, these three years do not need to be counted as three complete years; 
rather, we follow the years of the world. This means that the last several days of the 
year and consider them like an entire year. For instance, if one planted a tree at the 
end of the year 5777, one need not wait until the end of the year 5780 for the fruits to 
leave their Orla status; rather, the final days of 5777 are considered one year, then 
the years 5778 and 5779 are another two, and immediately at the beginning of the 
year 5780, the fruits exit their Orlastatus. 

However, only when there at least forty-four days remaining in the year can this be 
considered an entire year. This means that if one planted a tree before the Sixteenth 
of Av of the year 5777, which is forty-four days before Rosh Hashanah of the year 
5778, this counts as one year since being planted, for thirty days of the first year are 
considered one year and another fourteen days are added to compensate for the time 
it takes the sapling to take root in the ground; thus, a total of forty-four days are nec-
essary for this to be counted as the tree’s first year. One must then count another two 
years for the completion of the three years, for instance, if one planted the tree in the 
year 5777, as we mentioned above, one counts an additional two years, 5778 and 
5779, and in the year 5780, the fruits become permitted for consumption. However, 
since Tu Bishvat is the Rosh Hashanah for trees, although 5780 marks the fourth 
year, any fruits that are on the tree until Tu Bishvat of 5780 are forbidden to benefit 
from. Only the fruits grown after Tu Bishvat of the year 5780 are permitted for con-
sumption, even without separating Terumot and Ma’asrot (since these fruits are called 
“Neta Reva’i” and are permitted for consumption after their sanctity has been trans-
ferred onto a coin after the fruits have been harvested. The individual redeeming 
the Neta Reva’i fruits recites the following blessing: “Baruch Ata Hashem Elokeinu 
Melech Ha’Olam Asher Kideshanu Bemitzvotav Vetzivanu Al Pidyon Neta Reva’i.” 
One then takes a “Perutah”, which is a coin of minimal value, such as the ten-
Agora coin in Israel and states: “All of the sanctity of these fruits and their fifth is trans-
ferred onto this coin which is worth a Perutah.” It is preferable for one to recite this 
text three times. After performing this procedure, the fruits are permitted for consump-
tion immediately and Terumotand Ma’asrot need not be separated).  

Although the actual fate of the trees for that year is not decided on Tu Bishvat, never-
theless, Hagaon Rabbeinu Yosef Haim of Baghdad writes that there is an accepted 
tradition from Ashkenazi sages that one should recite a special prayer regarding the 
Etrog (citron) fruit so that the Jewish people will merit obtaining beautiful Etrogim for 
the Sukkot holiday. 

Parashat B’Shalach 

 
The Keriat yam suf, receiving of the man, slav, and mayim in 
the midbar, and milchemet amalek, are all found in Parsahast 
Beshalach. These incidents occur within the span of a few weeks- 
but are they related to one another merely by their chronological 
proximity, or is the Torah trying to teach us a deeper message by 
juxtaposing these three incidents? 
The Keriat yam suf, the climax of a nes nigleh - a revealed miracle, 
was the result of the miraculous events surrounding yetziat mitz-
rayim. The Torah addressed the two reactions people might have 
to such an event. 
Most people who experience an open miracle recognize it as being 
the hand of Hashem but there are always some who are skeptical. 
How could Amalek attack the Jewish people so soon after kreiat 
yam suf? Did Amalek not realize they were trying to destroy a na-
tion that had open miracles performed for them? Amalek closed 
their eyes to the miraculous events of yetziast mitzrayim by ex-
plaining them away as mere natural occurrences. Amalek is de-
scribed in Parashat Ki Teitzei as the nation, "Asher karcha ba-
derech" - their entire philosophy was that everything was a mikreh - 
a coincidental happening. If one views everything as a coincidence 
even kriat yam suf can be explained away as a bizarre natural 
event that happened to take place at the right time. If one chooses 
to deny the obvious hand of Hashem one can deny every miracle 
by calling it nature. 
There is another possible reaction to a miracle. One acknowledges 
the miracle as being the work of Hashem but views the event as a 
one-time demonstration of the involvement of Hashem in this 
world. The Ramban in Parashat Bo explains that the ultimate pur-
pose of a revealed miracle is to enable people to realize that they 
are surrounded by miracles every day. What the world calls nature 
is also a miracle. Chachamim teach us that to recite Hallel daily is 
inappropriate whereas to say Ashrei everyday is praiseworthy. 
The Meshech Chochma explains that the theme of Hallel is prais-
ing Hashem for revealed miraculous events. Ashrei, which says, 
"poteach et yadecha umasbea l'chol chai ratzon" ("you [God] open 
up your hands and satisfy all living creature's needs") is the ulti-
mate praise for parnasa. Hashem takes care of our daily needs 
through seemingly natural ways. Ashrei teaches us to recog-
nize Hashem even in the "natural" miracles that surround us daily. 
One who says Hallel daily but neglects the everyday saying 
of Ashrei demonstrates that he only recognizes Hashem's 
"extraordinary" miracles but fails to see the miracles of everyday 
life. 
To combat this reaction to miracles, the story of keriat yam suf is 
immediately followed by the events of the slav, man, and the find-
ing of water in the desert. Hashem, who performs great miracles, 
also provides for our daily needs such as food and water. We are 
required to elevate the world by always seeing our success 
of parnasa, and the natural world in general as miraculous. 
We should all be zoche to witness and realize Hashem's miracles 
in our lives and to receive a parnasa for our families, b'nachat, 
b'revach, u’beshalvah Amen! 

 

Shabbat Shalom, 

 
Rabbi Yehuda Moses, 
Rav HaKehillah/Senior Rabbi 
Congregation Mogen David 

Halachic Illuminations Special Events, Shiurim & Announcements 


